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Abstract

This ongoing collection of notes, calculations, procedures, and references is intended to be an internal
reference source for the GBT Antenna Metrology group as the instrumentation, architecture, and
control systems are developed[1, 2]. Due to the large number of people that have contributed to the
project; on a part-time basis, as consultants, as transient students, retired, or moved on to other
things; and the fact that most areas remain to be firmly finalized, there is a significant problem with
the formal documentation of all aspects of the project. It is hoped that this series of notes will serve
as a basis for more formal documents as various aspects of the project come to completion, and as
a pointer to various references that have influenced the design of the GBT Laser Metrology System.

This is the first major update since 1996, and is still woefully incomplete. With the suspension
of work on the project, interest on the GBT specific metrology work has waned, so work has con-
centrated on writing stand-alone articles for publication. This report points to those articles and
expands on the references in the archive documentation, so one at least has some orientation on
where to start looking for more details. Hopefully it will be of some use. If you have any questions,
I can be contacted at dhiramparkerAieee.org , and will be happy to try to point to the answer.
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Chapter

Group Refractive Index

1.1 Introduction
One of the fundamental limitations for outdoor Electronic Distance Measurement (EDM) is the group
refractive index of air [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25].

1.2 Phase and Group Velocities
It is well known that, due to dispersion, the velocity of the envelope of a modulated signal is not the
same as the velocity of the carrier signal. This can be qualitatively explained by a simple example.
For a 780 nm laser (384 615.3GHz) amplitude modulated at 1.5 GHz, sidebands are generated at
384 616.8 GHz and 384 613.8 GHz. In a dispersive medium, the two sidebands propogate at slightly
different speeds, and thus there is a phase shift between the two sidebands in the Fourier domain.
Recall that this is the same as a phase shift of the modulating signal[26] in the time domain. Thus,
the phase of the modulated signal is retarded in a dispersive medium.

This introduces a subtle problem using refractive optics to focus a modulated beam on a detector.
From Huygens principle, a lens focuses a plane wave at the focal length of the lens, i.e., the pro-
pogation time is the same for all rays. However, due to the group refractive index, there is spherical
aberation introduced for the modulated wave, i.e., the modulation phase of the beam through the
center of the lens is not the same as the modulation phase of a beam that passes through an outer
edge of the lens. This will be talke about more in the chapter on optics.

The index of refraction n is the ratio of the velocity in vacuum to the velocity in the medium
at a single wavelength A. The group index of refraction is the ratio of the velocity in vacuum to
the velocity in the medium of the envelope (the information) of a modulated signal on a carrier of
wavelength A. For a dispersive medium, the group refractive index is

d n
n =n—

For convenience, the term group refractivity Ng [24] is used where

Ng = (ng — 1) x 106 .

1.3 Atmospheric Changes in ng
A detailed treatment of the group refractive index for air as a function of wavelength, temperature,
pressure, and humidity is given in reference [24]. For laser Electronic Distance Measurement, it turns
out that corrections for changes in temperature, humidity, and pressure are the limiting constraints
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on the instrument. This was recognized from the outset of the GBT project [3] and has been a
major point of research to find techniques to correct for the group index of refraction for outdoor
measurements.

At the present time, two methods are actively being investigated. The first method involves
calculating n9 from measurements of temperature, humidity, and pressure. The equations are good
to about two parts in 108 , so the limitations are the homogeneity of the atmosphere and the resolution
of the weather instruments.

The second method is a direct reading of ng using the laser as a refractometer over a long path
length. This method is limited by the long term stability of the monuments and the homogeneity
of the atmosphere.

Preliminary data from a simple weather station located near the panel experiment indicates the
feasibility of the calculated method. The calculated and refractometer values for Ng differ by a few
parts per million at times, but the calibration of the weather instruments is questionable. Calibrated
weather instruments will be installed on two 45 meter towers around the GBT. Experiments will be
conducted as soon as the first instruments are available to compare the calculated and refractometer
methods.

A preliminary investigation has been completed on the application of acoustic thermometry. This
method has the advantage of an integrated measurement over the path of interest (including paths
on the telescope) without stringent stability requirements, but corrections for wind will require an
array of detectors. Software and hardware has been successfully developed and tested to measure
the propagation time of an audio pulse, using an autocorrelation technique.

1.3.1 Mathematica Program
Figure 1.1 is a Mathematica program that is used to calculate meteorological properties of air, and
Ng for air and glass.

1.4 Meteorological Properties of Air
The saturation water vapor pressure for liquid water is calculated from equation (5.27) of reference
[24],

[  17.5021  1
Ew = 6.112 1(1.000 7+ 3.46 x 10 -6 p) exp

240.97 + i j •
(1.3)

The saturation water vapor pressure for ice is calculated from equation (5.28) as

22.4521  1
Eke = 6.111 5(1.000 3 + 4.18 x 10 -6p) exp [

272.5 5 +
(1.4)

where

tw saturation vapor pressure of liquid water (mb)
Et

ice = saturation vapor pressure of ice (mb)
p = atmospheric pressure (mb)

dry bulb temperature (for relative humidity calculation) (°C).

The partial water vapor pressure, P w , is calculated from the relative humidity, h, using equation
(5.29)

.Ewh
P,,, = (1.5)

100
Reference [24] also gives the equations for calculating the partial water vapor pressure as a function
of wet and dry bulb temperatures.
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1.4.1 Dew Point
When the temperature drops to the point that the water vapor pressure is equal to the saturation
water vapor pressure, dew will form on the retroreflectors and reflected power will fall. The dew
point temperature, Td, can be predicted as a function of total pressure and water vapor pressure
from equation 1.3 by solving for t with

(1.6)

240.97{1n(Pw ) ln[6.112 1(1.000 7 + 3.46 x 10-6p)]} 
17.502 + ln[6.112 1(1.000 7 + 3.46 x 10- 6p)} 1n(P)

Pressure Calibration
The pressure transducer must be calibrated against a mercury barometer. Corrections must be made
for temperature and local gravity17, 27, 28, 81. The temperature correction for mercury is

(1 + 0.000 018 4 t\
P = Pr 1 + 0.000 181 8 t)

Gravity must be corrected for latitude and elevation. The latitude correction is

go =-- 980.616[1 — 0.002 637 3 cos(20) + 0.000 005 9 cos2 (20)]. (1.9)

From Table 167 of reference [7], The elevation correction is

Ago = —(3.085 462 x 10 -4 + 2.27 x 10-7 cos(2))Z 1.10)

+(7.254 x io-ii + 1.0 x 10 -13 cospoz2

—(1.517 x 10 -17 + 6 x 10-20 COS(20))Z3

where
-2

thi) = sea — level acceleration of gravity (cm sec 2 ) (1.11)

Ago = elevation correction

Z = elevation (meters)

Pt = local station pressure

Pr = uncorrected barometer reading

Pt = temperature corrected barometer reading

t = temperature (°C)

0 = latitude. (1.12)

(1.13)

where
(1.14)

The latitude in Green Bank is 38° 27'. The sea level gravity correction reduces to

go = 980.030(cm sec -2 ). (1.15)

The laser calibration lab barometer is located at elevation 797.3 meters above sea level. For this
elevation, the correction is

(1.7)

(1.8)

The local station pressure is
Ptg 

Pt = 
980.665

g = gq5 + Ag0-

Ago = —.246 (1.16)

9 979.784. (1.17)
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The total correction is,

= 0.999 102 pt

= (
1 +0.000 018 4 

0.999 102 pr 1 +o.000 181 8 t)

The reading must then be converted from mm Hg to mb where

1.333 224 mb/mm Hg.

For example, an uncorrected measurement of 700 mm Hg at 20 °C would be

Pr = 700 mm Hg (1.21)

Pt = 697.09 mm Hg
929.37 mb. (1.22)

For the GBT, elevation is also a significant correction. At 20 °C, the pressure changes about
.11 mb/m, or about 16 mb from ground to the highest point. See Tables 57-62 of reference {7} for
the exact pressure correction. The interferometer weather station pressure transducer is at elevation
803.8 m, the GBT top of track is at elevation 807.4 m.

Gravity Stations

After some investigation, it turns out that there are three NOAA/NGS gravity stations at NRAO[291.
Brass marker NOS stations were established and absolute gravity measurements were made in 1988.
Station designated "Green Bank AA" is located in the basement of the interferometer building.
Station "Green Bank B" is located at the base of the antenna next to the interferometer building,
and station "Green Bank AB" is in the 40' telescope control room. Published values are
Green Bank AA at 2622 feet = 979.795 654 gal ±5 microgal
Green Bank B at 2642 feet = 979.794 688ga1
Green Bank AB at 2693 feet= 979.792 146gal, Where gal = 0.01m/s2.

1.5 Calculated rig for Air
From Appendix A of reference [24], the density factor for dry air, Ds , is

Ds = [ + p (57.90 x 10-8
9.325 0 x 10

-4
 0.258 44)1

T2
 ) j

and the density factor for water vapor, D,„ is

Pu, 3 2.23366 710.792 7.75141 x 104)
D,, = { (-2.37321 x 10

-
 +

T2 T3

x (Pu, + 3.7 x 10- 4n ) +
where

total atmospheric pressure (mb)
- pressure in mm Hg x 1.333 224

P„,

 - 

partial water vapor pressure (mb)
PS partial pressure of dry air (mb)

- P - Pi„
absolute temperature (°K)

• temperature °C + 273.15.

(1.23)

(1.24)
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(* Meteorological Properties of Air *)
eq523=ew -0.000662 p (t-tp)
eq524=eice -0.000583 p (t-tp)
eq527=(1.0007 (3 - 46*10-(-6) *P))6.1121 Exp[17.502 tP/(240.97 + tp)3
eq528=(1.0003 + (4.18 4'10 -( -6)*P))6 . 1115 Exp[22.452 tp/(272.55 + tp)]
pw=eq527 h/100
pwater[p_,t_,h ]=pw

( 4, Gravity Correction *)
g[Phi -, z_3 = - (3.085462 10 - -4 +2.27 14 - -7 Cos[2 phi] z +
(7.254 10 - -11 + 1.0 10 - -13 CosE2 phil)z -2 -
(1.517 10 - -17+ 6 10 - -20 Co .s[2 phi])z -3

(* Group Index of Refraction for Air *)
eqa10= ((1646386 - 0 ( (238.0185 + sigma 

-2)/(238.0185 - sigma-2 ) -2)+
47729 - 9( (57 - 362 sigma - 2)/(57.362 -sigma - 2) -2))ds) +
((6487.31 + 174.174sigma -2 -3.55750sigma -4 + 0.61957sigma-6)dw)

eqa4=ps/tk(1+ps(57.90 1O(-8) - 9.3250 10 - (-4)/tk + 0 . 25844/tk -2))
eqa5=pw/tic ( 1+pw ( 14-(3 - 7 10 -( -4) )pw) (-2.37321 10 -( 3) +2.23366/tk

710.792/tk -2 + 7.75141 10 -4/tk -3))
sigma=1/1ambda
lambda=0.780
tp=t
tk=t+273.15

Ps=P-Pw
ds=eqa4
dw=eqa5
n=eqa10 10 -( -8) +1
n[p_,t_,h_]=N[eqa10 10 -{ -8} +1, 121
wave(p_,t_,h_]=N[2.99792458 10 -{8}/(1500.0 10 -{6} 2.0
(eqa10 10 -{ -8} +1)), 121

dndt [p_ ,t_ , h_] =D [n, ti
dndp [p_ ,t_ ,h_] =D [n ,
dndh[p_,t_,hi =D En,h]

*)
+a3 lambda- (-4) +a4 lambda-(-6)

(* Group Index of Refraction for Glass
eql°6=(a0 +al lambda -2 +a2 lambda-(-2)
+a5 lambda - (-8) )-(1/2)
eq107=eq106 - D[eq106,1ambda] lambda

(* Schott BK 7 Glass *)
a0=2.2718929
a1=-1.0108077 10-(-2)
a2=1.0592509 10 -(-2)
a3=2.0816965 10-(-4)
a4=-7.6472538 10-(-6)
a5=4.9240991 10-(-7)

Figure 1.1: Mathematica Program REFRACT.EQ



A
a
 

= 
ngf

2.997 924 58 x 108 

1500.000 x 106 ng m
0.199 861 638 7

M.

ng

(1.27)

(1.28)

(1.29)
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From equation (A.10), the group refractive index is

1 + (1 646 386.0 (238018 5 -
238

'

018 5 + (72

. o- 2 ) 2 ( .3 - (7+ 47 729.9 (57 62
57.362 + CY2

2)2

+ (6 487.31 + 174.174a 2 - 3.557 50(7 4 ± 0.619 57o- 6) 10 -8 Dip

ci = 1/A (p,m)-1
n

g = group refractive index.

For A = 0.780 microns,

n
g
 = 1 + 7.96918 x 10 -5 Ds + 6.76673 x 10-5 D.

1.5.1 Example Group Wavelength in Air
The group wavelength in air of a laser modulated at 1500.000 MHz is

ng

where

10-8 D,

(1.25)

(1.26)

At 20 °C, 933 mb, and 50% relative humidity

Aa = 0.199 811 m. (1.30)

1.6 Refractometer Measurement of ng

The best method of measuring the group refractive index is with a large scale refractometer. This
can be done by a direct measurement of phase over a calibrated fixed distance. From equation 5.17,

ng = 2(Di -

c 

Do)f

no ± (1.31)

In order to obtain representative values of rig accurate to better than one part per million, Di-Do
must be as long as possible, and also known to the same accuracy. For example, for Di - Do = 100
m, a measurement of ng accurate to one part per million would require an absolute length standard
of Di - Do to 100 pm.

This is not practical for outdoor measurements, and it would be very difficult to obtain the
required length in an environmental chamber! However, the derivative of çb with respect to rig

is a constant. Therefore, if çb and rig can be calibrated at a single point, and the slope of the
line can be measured, the relationship between q5 and ng is known for all conditions. Thus a
calibrated refractometer path can be used to find ng which is then used for the calculations for laser
measurements of unknown length.

sang c

a (.7) i 4irf
= — (1.32)



This can be measured with the required accuracy with the only assumption that the distance Di- Do
remains constant. For example, for D i -- Do = 100 m

(1.34)

47r(i)i -- Do)

ang

ai (1.33)

1.'„
g
 [0(t, h, p)

q5
(t ho, P 

))
a(1)i

= g (to, ho, po) + 47r(Di Do)f [ -c(t, h, p) — -(4(t

g(to, ho,

(1.36)

(1.35)

ho, Po)
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or

For Any 1 x 10 -6 , 4 = 6.28 mrad. This is well within the accuracy of the phase measurement,
and would only be limited by the stability of the atmospheric conditions.

The slope of a plot of O i vs ng can be calculated from equation 1.32. If a careful measurement of
g (to , ho, po) and 0(to, ho, po) is obtained, e.g., by measuring the temperature, humidity, and pressure

on a series of cold still nights and calculating ng from equation 1.26, the plot of (-ki vs ng would be
completely defined. At any other set of conditions, ri g can be calculated from a measurement of q5i
as

From equation 1.36, ng is then substituted into equation 5.18. The only assumption is that ng for
the refractometer is the same as the ng for the unknown measurement path.

1.6.1 Sensitivity of ng

The error in n,g due to error in Di - Do can be calculated from the sensitivity of ng

i-

- 

k(t 
ho, Po)]

- (to, ho Po)} d (D

(1.37)h, p)
a(Di — Do) 47(Di - Do)2f

Ang = 
47r(Di 

c fr-k (t , h p)
 - D0 ) 2 f

- D ). (1.38)

For Di = 100 meters, a range of phase of 0.5 radians (80 degrees °C), and an error in D i -Do = 25
mm

Ang = 1.98 x 10-8 	(1.39)

or well under a part per million.

1.6.2 Calibration of Refractometer
A series of simultaneous measurements of q5, 1, p, and h were made. Two people were stationed in
the field, in telephone communications with someone stationed at the ZIY computer console, to take
simultaneous temperature readings. The humidity was measured using a sling psychrometer. The
atmospheric pressure was measured using a calibrated aneroid barometer.

For each set of data, five dry bulb temperatures were measured at the weather station box at the
base of the 150' tower and under the panel experiment. Certified thermometers were suspended in
free air and read, at the cue from the computer operator, with a cathetometer at the panels and with
the Topcon at the weather station. It is interesting to note that the temperature is very dynamic,
varying by as much as 0.5°C over one minute. The numbers were recorded, along with the 0, by
the computer operator. The data was then plotted and fitted to find a best fit of ng (to, ho, Po) and
4)- (to, ho, Po)-

The distance Di was measured using the Topcon electronic distance measurement instrument
The distance Do was measured in the calibration lab as part of the calibration procedure.
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1.7 Group Refractive Index for Glass
A detailed treatment of the group refractive index in glass is given in reference [24], section 10.2.3.
From equation 10.6,

n2 = Ao + A 1 A2 + A2 A-2 + A3 A-4 + A4 A -6 + A5)-8

where
A = wavelength (pm)

From equation 10.7, the group refractive index, ng , is

d n
n

9
 = n — A- d A

or
1

ng = n — —
n
 (A 1 A2 — A2 A-2 — 2A3 A-4 3A4 A-6 — 4A5 A-8 ) .

1.7.1 BK 7 Glass

For Schott BK 7 glass,

Ait1o ==

A2 =

A3

A4 =-

A5

At 0.780 itm,

2.2718929

—1.0108077 x 10-2

1.0592509 x 10-2

2.0816965 x 10-4

—7.6472538 x 10-6

4.9240991 x 10-7.

(1.44)

n = 1.511186 (1.45)

1.527463, (1.46)

or a difference of 16277 ppm. The group wavelength in BK 7 glass of a laser modulated at 1500.000
MHz is

Ag 
- ;;j

(1.47)

= 0.130 845 m

= 65.422 mm. (1.48)
Ag

2

1.8 Error Analysis

1.8.1 Sensitivity of ng

Using the Mathematica program in Figure 1.1, the sensitivity of n9 to any of the variables is easily
calculated. For example, at 20 °C, 933 mb (700 mm Hg), and 50% relative humidity,

ng = 1.000 253 24
ang
at

 = —0.895 x 10 -6 /°C

(1.49)

(1.50)



0.272 x 10- /mb

—0.0096 x 10 -6 %h

—4.09 x 10 -8 /mb.

(1.51)

(1.52)

(1.53)

ang
ap
an,
ah

ang 
a Pu,
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Chapter 2

Laser Pointing and Tracking

2.1 Coordinate System
In order to point the lasers to arbitrary three-dimensional coordinates, it is necessary to establish
a number of coordinate systems and the transformation equations. The fundamental coordinate
system is the ground based (x, y, z) Cartesian coordinates with the x, y origin at the center of the
pintle bearing, and the reference elevation at the center of a 0.750 inch tooling ball on laser monument
ZY103 with; x pointing east, y pointing north, and z pointing up—as defined on C35102M081B-
with a refinement. All of the metrology work uses the NAD83 coordinate system directions. The
details are included in GBT Memo 223[29}. The coordinates for the center of the GBT were taken
from the STAR*NET NAD83 reduction. The grid scale factor and curvature of the earth were then
corrected for a local Cartesian coordinate system. These corrected coordinates were then used in a
local (Cartesian) reduction for GBT surveys such as feed arm surveys.

The details of establishing this coordinate system, deflections of the vertical, convergence angles,
and curvature of the earth problems will be treated in another section. For this discussion, assume
everything has been corrected to an ideal cartesian coordinate system.

2.2 Coordinate Transformations
Each rangefinder is modeled in a spherical coordinate system as a function of two 100 000 count
encoders. A coordinate in the (x, y, z) system must be transformed to the laser mirror spherical
coordinate system and ultimately into azimuth and elevation mirror encoder counts. This can be
thought of as a series of 6 transformations.

1. A linear translation from the (x, y, z) origin to the center of the laser monument 0.7500" ball,
Kelvin mount fixed point.

2. A linear rotation of the (x, y, z) axes into the laser monument axes as defined on D35420M051
where: z is fixed by the line connecting the fixed point and the v-block, y is defined as the
normal to the plane of the fixed point, v-block, and flat; and x is orthogonal to z and y.

3. A linear translation from the Kelvin mount fixed point to the intersection of the mirror azimuth
and elevation axes.

4. A linear rotation where: z is along the axis of the azimuth bearings, x is in the plane of the
Kelvin mount, and y is orthogonal to z and x.

5. A transformation from Cartesian coordinates to spherical coordinates, as defined on D35420M051.

6. A transformation from spherical coordinates (r, 0,0) to encoder counts (r, Na,, Ne).

10
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Figure 2.1: Kelvin clamp mounting.
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Notice that transformations 1 and 2 are purely functions of fixed locations and orientations for
the ground based lasers. These transformations can be defined from a survey of the laser monu-
ment coordinates and direction vectors. In the case of GBT mounted lasers, the coordinates and
direction vectors will be functions of the azimuth and elevation of the telescope as a first approx-
imation, but higher order corrections will be required to establish true baselines for trilateration
calculations. Transformations 3 and 4 are purely functions of the mirror mechanical system. These
transformations can be defined from autocollimator and mechanical measurements in the calibra-
tion lab. Transformation 5 is purely mathematical. Transformation 6 is a function of the encoder
resolution and the mechanical location of the encoder index. This transformation can be defined
from autocollimator measurements in the calibration lab.

In order to facilitate laser replacement and provide a mathematical framework for handling the
problem of lasers mounted in a moving coordinate system on the GBT feed arm, it is desirable to
maintain the transformations as these 6 distinct components, as opposed to calibrating each laser
in the field and doing a linear regression of encoder counts as a function of (x, y, z), as was done in
the early experimental work.

2.2.1 Integration of Survey Measurements

Step 1

The location of the fixed point of laser monument i with respect to the survey origin (bench mark)
can be described by the vector R (R-vector). The location of any other coordinate  as seen from
laser location Ai is

= (2.1)

In matrix notation this can be expressed as

Laser pointing requirements for measurements of the laser monuments (iii) and retroreflectors
(fii ) will not require extremely high accuracy (±5 mm), but stable bench marks will be required
to locate the GBT coordinate system. It is assumed that a conventional total station surveying
instrument will be used for surveying the locations. For trilateration calculations however, the laser
locations must be known to an extremely high accuracy (< 1 ppm).

Step 2

The ground based lasers are oriented around the GBT coordinate origin at a radius of approximately
120 meters. Due to the mechanical design of the laser mirror system, the Kelvin mounts point
radially toward the GBT coordinate system origin (pintle bearing). In order to correct for the laser
monument orientation, the GBT coordinate system must be rotated into the Kelvin mount direction
vectors. This transformation can be expressed in matrix notation as a 3 X 3 matrix where the matrix
elements are the cosine of the angles between the two coordinate systems [30, 31].

The Kelvin mount coordinate system will be called k ij (R-hat), i.e.,

0/12 PY13 rix
= '722 ')'23 r,1 ) — riy (2.3)

0/31 732 '733 r
i.

riz

For the ground based laser system, this transforms into kz pointing toward the GBT origin, ky
pointing up, and kx pointing in the GBT x — y plane in a right-handed coordinate system.
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A rotation transformation is an orthogonal transformation. As a result of the orthogonal trans-
formation properties, the nine 7 matrix elements are not independent. In fact, in the general case,
there are only three independent matrix elements The most convenient way to calculate the matrix
elements is to use the Euler angles.

It can be shown that the 7 (gamma) matrix can be calculated, from measurements using a
surveying instrument and a precision level, and 4 matrices which are constants or functions of a
single measurement. For the ground based lasers,

( 'Yu 712 713 \
721 722 723 1 =
731 732 733 I

(

1 0 0 cos a 2 sin a 2 0 cos a l 0 — sin al
0 cos a3 sin a3 	— sin Ct2 cos a2 0 0 1 0
0 — sin a3 cos a3 	0 0 1 sin a 1 0 cos a1

or

( 71.1 /Y12 713
721 722 723

\ 731 732 733

cos(a i ) cos(a2 ) sin(a1) cos(a 2 ) sin(a2)
— cos(a 1 ) sin(a2 ) cos(a3 ) + sin(a i ) sin(a3 ) sin(a i )sin(a 2 ) cos(a 3 ) cos(a i ) sin cos(a2) cos(a3)
sin(a 1 ) cos(a3 ) + cos(a i ) sin(a 2) sin(a 3 ) — cos(a i ) cos(a 3 ) sin(a i ) sin(a 2) sin(a ) cos(a 2 ) sin(a3

Where a l is the angle between south (—y) and the 2 direction vector, measured as a positive
rotation (ccw) about the direction vector. Surveyors define a positive azimuth as clockwise from
north, therefore

al = 1L — azimuth

where azimuth is the survey azimuth of the line connecting the fixed point and the vee block. Angle
a2 is the fine correction for tipping of the Kelvin mount about the 2 direction vector, and a 3 is the
fine correction for tipping of the Kelvin mount about the I direction vector.

Angle a l can be determined using the surveying instrument mounted on a Kelvin mount plate
that was calibrated in the calibration lab, in conjunction with Polaris observations and coordinates of
monuments. This is explained in detal in GBT Memo 229[32]. Angles a 2 and a 3 can be determined
by placing a surface plate and three 0.7500" balls on the Kelvin mount and using a precision level
to find the plane of the mount. If the laser monument is greater than about 30 meters from the
coordinate origin, the gravitational vector should be corrected for the curvature of the earth [34

All of the measurements and data for each monument and control panel are tabulated on the
Laser Monument Calibration Report[34] in Figure 2.2.

2.2.2 Calibration Lab Measurements
Step 3

The Green Bank Metrology Lab is equipped to completely calibrate and model the as-built instru-
ments, as documented in GBT Memo 224[351. A detailed report on the calibration procedures was
written by John Shelton and Jason Ray{36], with revisions by John and Troy Fakes documented in
Calibration Lab Record Book Number 4, p.91-94[37}.

The coordinate system with the origin at the mirror center and the same direction vectors as in
the 14 system will be called the 14 (R-check) coordinate system, where

(
) =fiiy l'iiy — AY •

fijz i'ijz AZ

2.4)

)0 0
0 1

—1 0

2.7
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LASER MONUMENT CALIBRATION REPORT

ZY DATE INITIALS

ZP NUMBER
CONTROL PANEL
ETHERNET ADDRESS
IP ADDRESS

azimuth
(it—azimuth)
(rotation about ,Z)

a3 (rotation about 'X)

LATITUDE
LONGITUDE
ELEVATION
WV X
WV Y
WV Z

712
713
721
722
723
731
732
733

NOTES:

Figure 2.2: Laser Monument Calibration Report, rev 1/20/96
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)

0
sin ,31
cos 01

(2.10)

A 11 A l2 A13
A21 A22 A23
A31 A32 A33 (

(
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The offset between the Kelvin mount coordinate (P) origin and the mirror center coordinate (1?)
origin, (Ax, Ay, Az), can be measured in the calibration lab. Note that the positive direction for the
As is along the axes from the tooling ball to the mirror, e.g., the height of the mirror axis above the
tooling ball center is +Ay, offset of the mirror in the direction of the detector is +Az, and offset of
the mirror in the +x direction is +Ax. The instrument is placed on calibrated (matched) v-blocks
on the 8' surface plate. Using the height gage, indicators, and gage blocks, the offsets are measured
and recorded.

Step 4

Due to mechanical misalignment of the mirror azimuth axis, with respect to the Kelvin mount axes,
an additional rotation transformation must be performed. The coordinate system with the origin
at the mirror center and the z axis along the azimuth mechanical axis will be called the R (R-tilde)
coordinate system. The x axis is defined to be in the plane of the surface plate for convenience.
This can be written as

All A l2 A13 1f 3 \ A x }
fij, = A21 A22 A23 i , ) — ( Ay (2.8))
fijz A31 A32 A33 `Pijz Az

The most convenient way to calculate the matrix elements is to use a set of Euler angles that
are chosen in such a way as to be directly measurable with an autocollimator. A modification of the
operations described on page 146 of Goldstein [30] is used. Due to the choice that the mirror -± axis
be in the plane of the surface plate (Kelvin mount), the number of angles needed reduces to two,
i.e., the angle 02 between the and axes (rotation about ) and the angle /31 between the and

axes (rotation about X). Note that in some reports /31 is called 0, and 132 is called (/) (sorry about
that). For a rotation about the axis, the transformation matrix is

( cos /32 0 — sin 02
0 1 0

sin /32 0 cos 132

Notice that this rotates the axis into the axis in the plane of the surface plate. A rotation about
the axis is described by the following transformation matrix

1 0
0 cos /31
0 — sin /31

For small angles, the combination of operations yields the A rotation transformation matrix,
where

)
(2.9)

1 0 0 cos 02 0 — sin 02
0 cos IA sin /31 0 1 0
0 — sin 01 cos ,31 	sin /32 0 cos 02

COS /32 0 — sin /32
sin 01 sin 02 COS 01 sin 01 cos 02
COS Pi sin /32 —sin/31 cos /31 cos /32

(2.11)

Using a combination of granite angle and straight edge standards, and autocollimator mirror
angle standards, the autocollimator is aligned with the Kelvin mount 2 axis on the surface plate.
Looking into the laser mirror with the autocollimator, the elevation axis is adjusted (using the
computer control system) until the reflection is stationary in that axis for 180° flips of the azimuth.
The laser mirror adjustment screws are then adjusted for the other axis. After several iterations
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between adjusting the elevation and mirror adjustment screws, the autocollimator reflection should
remain fixed as the azimuth axis is rotated.

The two dimensional displacement of the autocollimator reflection is the angle between the 2 and
axes. For small angles, angle 32 is read directly as the x component of the displacement between

the cross and target and angle ,13 1 is approximately the y component of the displacement between
the cross and target.

Summary of Coordinate Transformations

Transformations 1-4 can be written as

( Ail Al2 A13 1/11 /y12 
,

y13 i x
A21 A22 

A
23 'y2i. 722 

Py23 ., — riy — Ay .
A

31 
A
32 

A
33 rY31 

P
Y
32 'Y33 . riz Az

2.12)

2.3 Conversion to Spherical Coordinates
Step 5

Due to the mechanical design of the laser mirror, it is convenient to convert to spherical coordinates
, e, 4)) as defined by drawing D35420M051. e is a positive rotation of the azimuth encoder

(using right hand rule) about the axis and 4) is a positive rotation of the elevation encoder. For
= 0, the laser beam is in the 2. plane, i.e., the elevation shaft goes through the axis with the

encoder down. For 4) ----- 0, the laser beam points down the 2 axis.
The spherical coordinates are calculated from the R 3 components as

(2.13)

(2.14)

2.15)

(2.16)

(2.17)

(2.18)

(2.19)

(2.20)

tan-1 
fiix

—1 (fijz
cos

or

-±. = I fii I sin (I, cos 0

-- = I fii I sin 4) sin 0

i = I fii I cos 4).

Due to mechanical stops on the azimuth, and the choice of coordinates

< 0 < 37/2

0< 4) <

2.4 Conversion to Encoder Counts
Step 6

The incremental encoders on the mirror are 100 000 counts/revolution with a once/revolution index
pulse. The encoder count as a function of ê and 4) for a mirror in the proper orientation will be

Na
io5 e 

Nao (2.21)
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105
Ne

 4)
= + Neo47r

where Na, and Are are the azimuth and elevation encoder counts and Nao and Nec, are the zero offsets
of the encoders, i.e., the encoder counts at 0 = 0 and (I) = 0.

The zero offsets of the encoders are measured using the autocollimator as described in step 4.
The elevation zero offset, 1\40 when 1 , = 0, is the elevation encoder position where the laser points
along the axis, i.e., the autocollimator reflection is stationary for rotations of the azimuth axis. The
azimuth zero offset, Nao when 0 = 0, is found by setting (I) = 90° (mirror tilted 45°) and sighting
into an autocollimator mirror located on the axis. When the y displacement of the autocollimator
target is zeroed, the beam points along the axis. This encoder value is Nao

For calibration, it is sometimes useful to autocollimate off the mirror from a target location, e.g.,
using a laser located on monument 101 looking into the mirror on monument 100. In this case the
encoder positions are calculated the same way except the elevation is modified by a factor of two

105 4)
Ne = + Neo.27r

It is also useful to shoot the retroreflector built into the back side of the mirror. For this case,

105 4) 105
Ne = + Neo + — •27r 2

Note that the combination of azimuth and elevation angles for the mirror are not unique, i.e.,
there are two combinations that point the same. For convience, I call the alternate combination the
prime (') pointing. For calibration purposes, it can be useful to measure using both configurations
in order to extract instrumental errors—much like surveyors do by plunging the instrument. For
example, if the mirror is not exactly on the mechanical axis of rotation, the autocolimate distance
will not be the same in both configurations, and the difference between the two will be twice the
offset error. The diference between distances to the back retroreflector are an indication of the offset
between the azimuth and elevation mechanical axes.

The encoder settings for the prime pointing is easily derived since the azimuth is simply rotated
by 180 degrees, and the magnitude of the elevation offset from No is the same, except the direction
of rotation is reversed. Therefore

= Na + 50 000 (2.25)

and
2AT,0 — Ne e (2.26)

Of course checks must be made to ensure the allowed range range of Na in order to avoid hitting
the mechanical stop.

All of the calibration lab data is recorded on the Laser Mirror Assembly Calibration Report
shown in Figure 2.4.

2.5 Example Problem
Step 1

An example problem will serve to illustrate the coordinate transformation process. A survey of
the laser test range monuments and test panel retroreflector locations was done using the Topcon
GTS 301 total station. The instrument was mounted on a tribrach centered on ZBG4, which was
defined as the x and y coordinate origin. The y coordinate origin was defined as the center of the
0.7500" tooling ball on ZY2 monument. The coordinate system was defined in the same directions

(2.22)

(2.23)

(2.24)
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LASER MIRROR ASSEMBLY CALIBRATION REPORT

ZP DATE INITIALS

LASER NUMBER
DETECTOR NUMBER
HEAD NUMBER
OSCILLATOR NUMBER
LEAKAGE SIGNAL

Ay

01 rotation about x (0)
02 rotation about Y (0)

a

AZ LOW LIMIT
AZ HIGH LIMIT
AZM ZRG
ABV 0
ABA 0
FKP 0
FKI 0
FKD 0
FIL 0
FSI 0
ERL 0
ELY ZRG
ABV 1
ABA 1
FKP 1
FKI 1
FKD 1
FIL 1
FSI 1
ERL 1

A11

Al2

A13

A21

A22

A23

A31

A32

A33

NOTES:

Figure 2.4: Laser Mirror Assembly Calibration Report, rev 1/20/96
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as C35102M081. True north was established with an accuracy of around ±5 seconds from Polaris
observations as described in references [38] and [39].

A 3.5000" K&E sphere mounted target was used for measuring angles, and a hollow retroreflector
(also mounted in a 3.5000" sphere) was used for all distance measurements. The sphere was centered
over the 0.7500" ball using a 3-ball chuck (see drawing D35420M085) which was leveled with a bubble
level to an accuracy of around one arcminute.

ZY2 and ZY3 laser mounts were approximately leveled using a precision granite flat plate resting
on three 0.7500" balls in the laser Kelvin mount, and a machinists' level. An attempt was made to
measure the elevation of ZY3 using the Pellissier H5 hydrostatic level, but the sun shining on the
hose produced unrepeatable results. This will be repeated at night this summer. We also have plans
to measure the spacing between ZY2 and ZY3 using ZY1 and a mirror system.

Using the Topcon, the coordinates of monument ZY3 are (5586.2, 20850.0, —5.8), where all
dimensions are in mm, or

r • 5586.2
=

J
( 20850.0 ) .

 r
i.

—5.8

Step 2

A tribrach was mounted on a tooling plate with three tooling balls in the same geometry as a laser
mount. The assembly was placed on monument 100 in the calibration lab and weighted with a
lead brick. The Kelvin mount v-block axis) on monument 100 has been established to be turned
90°00'00" ±02" from the reference line connection monument 100 to monument 102 ( axis). The
Topcon azimuth was set to zero when aligned on a target centered on monument 102, i.e., the
axis. Thus an accurate azimuth with respect to the Kelvin mount v-block was established.

It was found that by releasing the lock on the azimuth before moving the instrument, we could
transport the assembly to the field to make azimuth measurements, referenced to the Kelvin mount,
and return to the lab with closures of the order of an arc-second.

Note: An alternate method is described in GBT Memo 229[32]. Caution must be used with both
methods to avoid the tilt error described by Polasek (see p. 1196){40].

Using this method to establish the true azimuth of the field laser mounts, The axis of ZY3 was
measured to be at an azimuth (from true north) of 32°11'50". Note that surveyors measure azimuth
in the clockwise direction from north, e.g., north=0°, east=90°. An azimuth of 32°11'50" translates
to a counter clockwise rotation (+ direction using right hand rule) about the axis of 57°48'10", or

ai = +57°48'10" (2.28)

The mounts were then checked using the precision granite flat plate resting on three 0.7500" steel
balls in the Kelvin mount. A split bubble Clineometer level was used to measure small rotations of
the mount. ZY3 was found to be rotated —05" about 2 and +30" about  i.e.,

a2 = —0°00'05" (2.29)

a3 = +0°00'30". (2.30)

Using equation 2.6 and the Mathematica program in figure 2.5, the 7 matrix (cosine of the angles
between the GBT coordinate system and the Kelvin mount coordinate system) was calculated to
be;

( 'hi 712 713 0.532 835 0.846 218 —0.000 024
l'21 722 723 = 0.000 135 —0.000 056 0.999 999 .
0131 732 733 0.846 218 —0.532 835 —0.000 145

(2.27)

(2.31)
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(* CAL .EQ 1/20/96 '0
<<a: zytest eq (* get data for monument
<<a: zp10 eq (* get data for laser mirror ,K )
a= {{Cos [phi] , , -Sin (Phil , {

0 ,1,0} , {Sin rphil , , cos [phi]

b={{1,0 O} f0 , Cos [theta] , Sin [theta] , f0 , -Sin [theta] , Cos [theta]
lambda=b a
c={{1,0,0} ,f0,0,1I,{0,-1,0}}
d={{Cos Calphali , 0 , -Sin [alpha1) , {0,1,0} , {Sin (alphalj , 0 , Cos Ealpha13 II
e={{Cos [alpha2] , Sin [alPha23 , 01 -Sin [alpha2] , Cos [

alPha2] , 01 , {0,0,1}}
f=ff 1 , 0 , 01,10 , Cos EalPha33 , Sin [alPha3] , {0 , -Sin [alPha3] , Cos Ealpha3) II
gamma=f e d c
rj : =fx Y zl
r : =lambda. (gamma. (rj -ri) ) --(dx , dy ,dzI)
rmag : = (r r) ^ . 5

thetaaz =ArcTan r [1]1 r [ [2]] I
Phiel : =ArcCos r [13] 3 /rmag]
na Ex_ y_ =10-5 thetaaz/ (2 Pi) + na0

ne [x_,y_ ,z_] =10 -5 phiel/ (4 Pi) + ne0
OK return az , el encoder coordinates for Po int ing to location (x Y z)

and el coordinate to autocollimate *)
enc [fx_ ,y_ ,z_13 = ffx,y,zI N[{ 10

-5 thetaaz/ (2 Pi) + na0

10 - 5 phiel/ (4 Pi) + ne0, 10 -5 phiel/ (2 Pi) + ne0} 3}
coordinates = ReadList [ fl a: coord dat " , Number, RecordLists -> True]
Do [ OutputForm [PaddedForm enc [coordinates [ [i] , {8,1}3]

>>>a:output.dat , {i,13} ]

Figure 2.5: Mathematica Program CAL.EQ

alpha1=1.008848
alpha2=-.000024
alpha3=.000145
ri={5586.2, 20850.0, -5.8}

Figure 2.6: ZY3 Monument Calibration Data. Filename=A:ZY3.EQ

dx=-.075
dy=247.459
dz=-.762
phi=.000121
theta=-.000727
na0=-4195
ne0=-4935

Figure 2.7: ZP3 Mirror Calibration Data. Filename= A:ZP3.EQ
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Thus the coordinates of point in the kij coordinate system, as seen from ZY3, are

Step 3

(
0.532 835 0.846 218 -0.000 024

= 0.000 135 -0.000 056 0.999 999
0.846 218 -0.532 835 -0.000 145

( 5586.2
- 20850.0 ) .

-5.8
(2.32)

(2.33)

Laser unit ZP3 was calibrated in the calibration lab. The mirror offsets were measured to be

( -0.075 )ilAxy

247.459
Az -0.762

Step 4

The Z' axis of laser unit number 3 was established on the surface plate by mounting the fixed point
and v-block point in matched v-blocks (# 4346) against a straight edge. The third tooling ball was
placed in a v-block (# xxxx) that was allowed to self align to the Z' axis straight edge. The 2 axis
was established for the autocollimator by sighting on a granite master square (0.000 025" /6") placed
against the straight edge. A 2" Starrett Croblox flat reflecting target, flat and parallel to 0.05pm,
was mounted against the master square.

The laser mirror was adjusted in the mount using shims to make the mirror parallel with the
elevation mechanical axis. In the final unit design, this will be adjustable. The elevation servo was
adjusted to minimize motion of the autocollimator target image as the azimuth was rotated. This
minimum was defined as the 2 axis orientation. The elevation encoder in this position defines Neo
which was

Neo = -4935. (2.34)

The axis was measured to be rotated up 0°02'30" and rotated in the plane of the surface plate
towards the axis by 0°00'25", i.e.,

/32 = +0°00'25"

= -0°02'30"

Using equation 2.12 The A rotation matrix elements are

(

A11 Al2 A13 0.999 999 0 -0.000 121 \
A21 A22 A23 = 0 0.999 999 -0.000 727
A31 A32 A33 0.000 121 0.000 727 0.999 999 /

Transformations 1-4 for laser unit 3 on monument ZY3 are

(2.35)

(2.36)

(2.37)

0.999 999 0 -0.000 121
= 0 0.999 999 -0.000 727 (2.38)

0.000 121 0.000 727 0.999 999

( 0.532 835 0.846 218 -0.000 024 7-
3

*
.

0.000 135 -0.000 056 0.999 999 r
( 0.846 218 -0.532 835 -0.000 145 ) (

( 5586.2 )
20850.0
-5.8 - 

(-0.075
247.459 ) .
-0.762



(2.40)
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Step 6

The master square was then approximately aligned along the i axis. The elevation mirror was
increased 12 500 counts to point in the plane. The azimuth servo was then positioned to align
the autocollimator into the square mounted mirror, i.e., the axis intersection with the surface plate
(&—.) plane. The azimuth encoder in this position is Nao. This was measured to be

(2.39)

2.6 Coord nate Transformation Equations for Tracking
For ground based lasers to track points on the GBT, the coordinates will be transformed from the
alidade, elevation, reflector, prime focus and subreflector coordinate systems to the ground based
coordinates, as defined on drawing C35102M081B. These transformations will be made by the ZIY
computer based on information from the telescope model, finite element analysis, and the encoders.
Each ZY laser system will then transform from the GBT ground based (X, Y, Z) coordinates to the
(Ar

a , Ne ) coordinates for the monument—laser combination.
First order correction equations are given on drawing C35102M08113 (note that there is an error

in R23 on this revision). For our purposes, it is more useful to develop the equations in terms of the
astronomical azimuth instead of the arbitrary south orientation of the encoder. For this convention,
the transformation from the alidade to ground is a negative rotation about the z axis for clockwise
rotation, or

( cos aa sin aa
Rag = — sin aa cos aa

0 0 1

where aa is the astonomical azimuth measured clockwise from north.
The transform from the elevation coordinate system to the azimuth coordinate system can be

performed by first rotating the elevation —7r/2 about the x axis (to make the elevation z axis point
horizontal at an elevation angle of 0) followed by a positive rotation about the elevation axis of ae,
and then a translation in the z direction.

Rea = )
0

— sin —7/2
cos —7/2

(

0 sin a, cos a,

1 0 0 (1 0
0 cos a, — sin ae 0 cos —71120

sin —7r/2
( 1 0 0

0 sin a, cos ae
— cos ae sin ae

2.41)

(2.42)

Or
0 0 \(Xe\ 0 mm

= [ since cos ae I I 
Ye 

I ± I 0 mm

0 — cos CE, sin ae Ze 48 260.000 mm

The transformation from the reflector coordinate system to the elevation coordinate system is a
translation.

T„ = ( —54 839.108 mm
4 999.990 mm

0 mm
(2.43)

Xy:
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The total transformation from the reflector to the ground is

X cos aa sin aa 0 )
– sin aa cos aa 0

0 0 1

1 K — cos ae

1 0
0
0

sin a e cos ae
since

(2.44)

(

–X,	 0 mm	 (	 0 mm
Y, + 54 839.108 mm 0 mm
Zr	 4 999.990 mm	 48 260.000 mm

The first order correction equations do not take structural deformations into account—which
must be done [41, 42]. It is assumed that finite element analysis models will be used to do second.
order repeatable corrections for the origin and direction vectors of each of the moving GBT coor-
dinate systems. With feedback from the laser system, the finite element analysis model should be
refined to the point of modeling the GBT for repeatable deformations. It is also assumed that the
ground based laser system will do third order corrections to remove nonrepeatable deflections of the
structure. Selection of the cardinal points the laser system uses should be dictated by the finite
element analysis model in order to optimize the best fit.

2.6.1 Dynamic Tracking

It will also be necessary for the laser to track the retroreflectors as a function of time, where time is
defined by TRIG sync of each computer to an accuracy on the order of 1 its.. The derivatives of Na
and Ne are assumed to be constant over the integration period—typically 128 ms.

The ZIY will give the ZYs the projected R3 (to) and R3 (t 1 ) based on the telescope geometry,
finite element analysis models, and azimuth and elevation positions and velocities from the monitor
and control system. The ZY will calculate the projected encoder coordinates for times to and t 1 and
generate the linear approximation of Na (t) and Ne (t), i.e.,

1\r„(t i ) – Na(to) 
Na (t) =  (t – to) + Na(t0) (2.45)

ti — to

Ne(ti) — Ne(to) 
Ne (t) =  (t – to) + Ne (to). (2.46)

t i – to

For lasers mounted on the GBT, the R coordinates and the rotation matrix elements will be
functions of azimuth, elevation and vibrational amplitude and phase. It is expected that the feed
arm vibrational amplitude and phase will be measured by a quadrant detector mounted on the feed
arm. Another solution would be to use ground based lasers to track the feed arm in a phase lock
loop filtered mode that allows the position of the arm, and thus Rj and 7 to be predicted for the
near future.

2.7 Sun Avoidance
As the lasers track retroreflectors, care must be taken to avoid pointing the mirror into the sun.
The zry computer will generate a unit direction vector pointing to the sun. The ZY computers will
check to make sure the mirror is not pointing in this zone. In this case, the pointing equations can
be reduced to

fijx All A l2 A l3 7" 712 '713 rj.:
= A21 A22 A23 721 722 '723 . (2.47)

fijz A31 A32 A33 'T31 732 1133 riz



Chapter 3

Distance to Coordinate
Calc-tilations

3.1 3—D Coordinate Calculation Using lirilateration

3.1.1 Minimum Calculation

For the panel experiment, three laser distances were obtained. This is the minimum data needed
for the trilateration algorithm, i.e., no redundancy. A detailed treatment of the trilateration al-
gorithm is given in section 10.1.2 of reference [43]. Assume three laser systems located at known
locations /72 , and R3 measure the distances R 1j , R2j, and R33 to unknown point j. There exists
a unique set of coordinates (rj., rjy , rjz ) such that

R2 = (ri. — rj. ) --r kriy r) 2 	(rim riz )2 (3.1)

for i 1, 2, and 3.
The problem reduces to finding a solution to this set of three nonlinear equations. The general

approach is to linearize the equations and assume a value for (r j., rj ,y , rjz ). A new set of values
fjy , fjz ) is found, and the average of the old and new values is substituted into the equation.

The process is repeated until the old and new values converge to within a defined e.
Expanding equation 3.1,

Ri
2
j = r — ri x rix —  (3.2

▪ riy rjy — ri y rjy rjy rj„

• — ri z viz riz rjz 	rjz rjz .

Equation 3.2 can be linearized as

— (rj. — rix (3.3)

riy rjy (riy — riy YFiy

ri!z — ri z rj z 	(rjz — ri z )fiz

where a valve is assumed for rj,„ rjy , and rjz in order to solve for fj., fj„ , and fiz
1 This section was written in the early 1990's before commercial software was readily available. Commercial software

will be discussed following this section.
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This can be written in matrix form, for one laser, as

(fi.,.
(rjz 

— r)) 1 fip
fjz

— r) ) (3.4)

(Ri
2
i — 2

\r„
2. + r,. + qz ) + ri . rj. riv rjv riz rjz

ri.
= — Ti ,, riz rjy . (3.5)

rjz

This matrix notation can be used for three lasers. For three laser measurements, the matrices
are

1 (

	

	
r2ri

rix rjy rjz

rj. rj, rjz 	r3 r3v r3z
z rjy rjz — r2 . r2 „ z

v iz ri y riz
( :3

3
1: )

Solving for Viz , fjy , fiz

1 ( rjx rjy rjz rlx r1 v r1,
rix 

ri„ riz 	— r2 	r2z
ri. riy ri. r3. r3„ r3.

ri x 
r i v 

r i z 	rix
r2x r2y r2 z 	•

Ri r3. r3y r3z rjz

3.1.2 Multilateration
Fred Schwab worked out the algorithm using multiple measurements (> 3) in GBT Memo 37[44].
For the GBT, there will be redundant measurement paths to all retroreflectors, so this data will be
used to provide a stronger network of measurements.

3.2 Commercially available software

3.2.1 STAR*NET
STAR*NET is a least squares reduction package for surveying. It is almost everything one would
need to process laser rangefinder data. It is written for batch operation and does not lend itself to
real-time operation, but is sufficient for post-processing data. It was a DOS program, but it has
been rewritten for Windows.

3.2.2 General purpose software
Something like Mathematica could probably be adapted fairly easy.

(3.6)

(3.7)
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3.2.3 National Physical Lab
The National Physical Lab (NPL) is very active in the multilateration field{45}. They have a software
group, so it would behoove one to talk with them before investing in additional software. It is
interesting that they assume no known baselines, i.e., plop the instruments down and bootstrap up
from many multilateration poses of a target.

3.2.4 Differential Approximations
For a lot of measurements, the absolute coordinate is not necessary. For example, measuring small
movements do not require absolute coordinates. Goldman derived movements of the GBT feed arm
using approximate coordinates for the instruments[461.

Applying Constraints
In some instances, movements can be assumed to be constrained and thus the number of degrees of
freedon can be reduced. For example; to first order, it is probably a good approximation that the
elevation bearing weldments do not move up and down appreciably for a rotation in elevation.

Fred Schwab also worked out the preliminary error analysis in GBT Memo 37[44] and in an intpractive
Fortran program. This needs to be refined when the final architecture starts to become fixed and
the performance of the instrument is documented. The trilateration algorithm will need to include
weighted measurements in order to achieve the highest accuracy.

STAR*NET does an excellent job of error analysis. It will also do the error analysis before doing
the measurements in order to perform measurement scenarios before doing the actual survey. S
Goldman's memo on the subreflector for an example[47}.



Chapter 4

Acoustic Thermometry

One problem with applying equation 5.18 is measuring the temperature along the path of interest. It
is expected that the air temperature will not be a constant through the path due to shadows, variable
ground cover, changes in elevation, radiant energy reflecting from the dish, and cloud patterns. The
integrated temperature along a path can be measured using acoustic thermometry [48, 49, 50, 51,
52, 53, 54). Reference [53] develops the equations for the speed of sound in dry and moist air as a
function of temperature and water vapor pressure. From equation (3.3), the speed of sound in dry
air is

= I  RT 
V M

7 specific heat ratio

1.402

R ----= gas constant

8.314 (joule/mole °K)

T = temperature (°K)

28.980 x 10-3(kg/mole),

or,
cd =-- 20.0553 NIT (m/s). (4.2)

Notice that the speed of sound for dry air is not a function of pressure. The speed of sound for
dry air at 20 °C is 343.379 m/s.

From equation (3.2) of reference {53} , the speed of sound in humid atmosphere is,

Cd

where

(4.1)

Pw
1 — ---

P
'Yw

'Ya
Ch Cd

where

(4.3)

C
d = speed of sound in dry air (m/s)

Ch = speed of sound in humid air (m/s)

P = total atmospheric pressure (mb)

Pw = partial water vapor pressure (mb)

'Yto --,---- ratio of specific heats for water

= 1.004
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(4.5)

The temperature, T, can be measured experimentally by measuring s, At, P and Pw where,

(4.6

(4.7)

20.0553 VT' P
(1 - 0.091119--) .1/2

Pw
At -----

- 0.091119 )
ch 

I-' 20.0553

2

or,
Pw

-0.091119
P ) 
	
20.0553A t
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ratio of specific heats for air

1.402

Ch =- 20.0553 VT' ( 1 - 0.091119 Pw -1/2
P

The DroDaEation time. At. for an acoustic wave to travel a dist

'file integrated path value of T from an acoustic thermometry experiment can then be used to
calculate the density factors, Ds and D.

4.0.1 Sensitivity of the Speed of Sound

At 20 °C, 933 mb, and 50% relative humidity;

- 343.577 m/s (4.8)

- 0.598 212 m/si°C (4.9)

- -0.000 210 m/s/mb (4.10)

- 0.003 941 m/s/%rh (4.11)

- 0.016 796 m/s/mb (4.12)

=- 2.910 55 x 10-3 s/m (4.13)

- -5.067 x 10-6 s/m/°C. (4.14)

Ch
ach
(9T
ach
ap
ach
ah

ach
apu,

At
at
arr

Notice that the temperature sensitivity is very high. However, for a single path instrument
1.3 mph/degree is lost in the wind speed. A series of simple experiments was conducted using an
autocorrelation technique [52] to measure the delay. Delays were automatically measured using a
PC, an A/D board, arbritary function generator, audio amplifier, and a parabolic microphone. It is
felt that an array or dual path architecture can be used for the GBT, but work has been halted in
this area due to manpower limitations.

or,

(4.4)
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eq33= (gamma r tk/m) - (1/2)
gamma=1.402
r=8.314
m=28.980 10 - (-3)
speed=eq33 (1-pw/p(gammaw/gammaa-5/8) ) (- 1/2)
gammaw=1.004
gammaa=1.402ch [p_,t_ , hi =speed
dchdt (13_ ,t_ , h_] =N CD [speed ,t] , 10]
dchdh (p_ ,t_ =N CD [speed ,h] , 10]
dchdp [p_ , t_ ,h_j =N [D [speed ,p] , 10]

dtimedt [p_ ,t . , =N CD [time ,t] , 10]
temp [p_ , t_ ,h_ , timej = (1- . 091119 pw/p) (s/(20.0553 time) ) -2

Figure 4.1: Mathematica Program SOUND.EQ



Chapter

Signal Processing

Digital signal processing to extract the phase of the reflected signal greatly enhances the system
over previous analog EDMs[24, 55, 56, 43, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 651.

5.1 Laser Modulation and Detection

5.1.1 Frequency Synthesis
The laser diode is directly amplitude modulated at 1500.000 MHz. The detected signal is amplified
and mixed with a phase locked (1500.000 MHz ± IF) source, where the IF is typically 1 kHz, but can
run up to 10 kHz. The 1500.000 MHz and 1500.000 MHz + IF signals are derived from a 100.000
Mhz reference and a TTL IF from the computer control system. The 100.000 MHz reference is
multiplied times 15 to produce 1500.000 Mhz. The 1500.000 MHz signal is then phase locked to the
TTL IF to produce the offset. Two models of oscillators are used. The NRAO unit designed by
John Payne is shown on drawing A35402K002. The production oscillators were designed by Magnum
Microwave Corporation and are shown on drawing D35420????.

Maser Phase Noise

Initial trials using a maser 100.000 MHz reference revealed a 57 Hz phase noise problem. (Insert
section by John Payne on references)

Rubidium Oscillator

A Rubidium oscillator reference was chosen. The phase noise and stability are ??? The distribution
circuit is shown on drawing D35420??? .

5.1.2 Laser Circuit
Two laser models were built by Richard Bradley. The first unit is shown on drawing D35420????.
The production unit is shown on drawing D35420S004.

5.1.3 Detector Circuit
The detector is a PIN diode. The detected signal is amplified and mixed with 1500.000 MHz to
produce the IF. Two models of detectors were used. The experimental units are shown on drawing
D35420??? and the Production units are shown on drawing D35420S???.
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5.2 Measurement of Phase
There are a number of ways to measure the phase of two signals. One can measure the time
difference between the zero crossings of the two signals. The Clark-Hess model 6000 measures the
time difference between the front and back zero crossings and takes the average. This has the
advantage of working for any frequency, but is sensitive to noise around the zero crossing. It is also
sensitive to waveform distortion due to shifts in the average signal value of the waveform produced
by ac coupling. For example, if the signal is clipped on the top; the signal average, or zero level,
drops down below the unclipped value. This causes the comparitor trigger to shift and thus a phase
shift.

Where the frequency is known, a digital synchronous detection method can be used. This is the
technique now used for digital lock-in amplifiers. Stanford Research explains the merits very well in
a report[661. This method is relatively immune to noise at frequencies below the Nyquist rate, but
also suffers from the same waveform distortion problem. Of course, the higher harmonic content
introduced by distortion can be detected by modifying equations 5.1 and 5.2.

A 16 bit analog to digital converter is used to sample the 1 kHz signal into a sequence of samples
Si . Timing for the A/D conversions is precisely controlled using an 8253 counter/timer chip. The
8253 generates n sample trigger pulses to the AID board for each 1 kHz square wave cycle. The 1
kHz square wave is derived from the n pulses, thus insuring exact phase synchronization. A gate
signal to initiate the A/D conversions is also generated by the 8253. This is illustrated in Creager's
talk{67}. Knowing the exact phase relationship of the sampled data to the reference signal allows
one to compute the phase of the fundamental harmonic very simply. For a signal sampled over m
complete cycles, there is no leakage or windowing problems with a discrete Fourier series calculation.
For retroreflector i, the Fourier cosine and sine components are

ai

bi =

Where
n = number of samples per cycle
m = number of cycles sampled.

The signal amplitude and phase are

Ai = 
2 

q)1/2

mm 
bi

øi = tan- 	).

In order to minimize the number of floating point operations and thus minimize computing time,
equations 5.1 and 5.2 can be cast into the form

n-1 m- 1

ai (COS (27//71) Snk+1) (5.5)

1 =0 k=0
n-1 m-1

bi = (sin(27r//n) Snk+1) • (5.6)

1=0 k=0

The inner sum is performed using integer arithmetic, and of course needs to be calculated only once
for each 1.
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27r
- (ko = [2(Di - Do) - (ni - no) Aal •

—1\4 dfoi — 00,2 b
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5.2.1 Phase Noise
Using the digital method, harmonic, as well as high frequency, noise will be rejected. There will
be a significant error introduced by fundamental frequency noise however. For example, stray laser
reflections, multiple retroreflector reflections, and electronic crosstalk will contribute to an additional
fundamental component. The extreme case would be when the noise is in quadrature with the signal.
In that case, the phase error is

(5.7)

The distance error would be
A

D tan- (  
noise

•
a (5.8)

signal 47r

For example; with a quadra,ture signal-to-noise ratio of 1000:1 at a 1.5 GHz modulation frequency,
the maximum distance error would be 15.9 Am.

5.3 Phase as a Function of Distance
For EDM, the problem is how to convert measured phase into distance. Starting with the asumption
that with the electronics used for the instruments (L0=1500.001 MHz instead of 1499.999 MHz),
the measured phase decreases for an increase in distance (which was empirically determined), i.e.,

where
d1 =distance from laser to mirror
cid =distance from mirror to detector
Di =distance from mirror to retroreflector i
ni =number of integer wave lengths over total path to retroreflector
Oi =measured phase for retroreflector i
Oe =total electronic phase shift
Aa =atmospheric group wave length
A, =electrical group wave length.

It is assumed that the mirror rotates about the intersection of the azimuth and elevation axes,
and the laser beam intersects the mirror at the same point. If this is not the case, d i , dd , and
Di will depend on the azimuth and elevation angles. From equation 5.10, the measured phase for
retroreflector i is

27r srke

= 
--

Aa
[(d1 + dd -27r. + (2Di - ni Ac,)]

5.4 Removal of Electronic Drift
Low frequency drifts in 0e, as well as d1 and dd , can be removed by referencing to a fixed cube at a
distance Do from the mirror. From equation 5.11,

(5.11)
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i.e., 0 < q5 < 27r.
47r

--Aa (Di — Do) — 27r(n i — no) (5.14)

or
Di = (27r(ni — no) — 0i ) —4

A
ir
a
 + Do (5.15)

5.5 Corrections for Group Refractive Index
The wavelength in air, A a , is a function of temperature, humidity, and pressure. This can be
expressed as a function of the group refractive index as,

Act = (5.16)
ng f

Substituting into equation 5.14,

= 
47ngf 

(Di — Do) — 27r(n i — (5.17)

or,

Di =  (ni — no — Do.2ng f 27r

Methods for measuring the group refractive index are discussed in [251.

5.6 Corrections for retroreflector glass
The derivation above assumes a hollow retroreflector, but as has already been shown, a glass retrore-
flector has an additional correction due to the increased group refractive index of glass, i.e., the time
delay through the glass is longer, and thus the measured phase of a glass retroreflector would be
less that a hollow retroreflector. By convention, we decided to assign a glass correction factor to the
retroreflectors such that

i (1) i c , n
D=

2n g f 27r 2ir

where irki, is the glass calibration offset. An example caclulation is included in the GBT Archive
file{68}.

5.7 Additional references
Additional references that may be of interest include[44, 3, 46, 69, 70, 71, 72, 73].

(5.18)

(5.19)



Chapter 6

Optics and Mirror System

This section is incomplete, but the outline is included. Additional references includer74, 75, 76. 77,
78, 79, 80, 81, 82, 83, 79, 84, 85, 86]

There are some real subtleties to watch out for in the optics. Time does not permit a proper
expansion on the subject, but I will possibly write a stand-alone article later. In general the problems
are:

1. The group index of refraction produces a spherical aberation of the group at the focal point,
i.e., the phase of the group for the rays through the outer edge of the lens are retarded more
that the rays through the center. In retrospect, we should have used reflective optics.

2. The finite size of the detector introduces a phase shift, depending on where the image falls.
This is helped by using short focal length optics. A better solution would be to use a beam
splitter and quadrant detector to servo the image to a fixes spot on the detector.

3. Since the detector falls at the focal point of the optics, scatter reflects back through the optics—
like a cat's eye reflector. Care must be taken to avoid multiple path reflections.

4. Care must be taken to avoid reflections back into the laser, which can introduce a phase shift
through the power regulation feedback circuit in the laser.

5. Extreme care must be taken to ensure the electronics is not sensitive to amplitude, e.g., non-
linear capacitors.

6. AR coatings are a must. Gold is too soft to clean, silver tarnishes, and aluminum is inefficient
at 780 nm.

6.1 Laser Safety
[87, 88, 89, 90, 91]

6.2 Optics
[92, 93, 94, 95]

6.2.1 Laser
[?, 96, ?]
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Figure 6.1: PSH97 Optics train.
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SECTIONAL SIDE VIEW

Figure 6.2: Spherical retroreflector.
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6.2.2 Mirror Coatings
Gold

Aluminum

Thin Film

6.2.3 Detector
[97}

Optical Isolators

6.2.4 Retroreflectors
[98, 99, 100, 101, 102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 108, 109, 110]

6.2.5 Polarization

6.2.6 Gaussian Bean Analysis
laser

coated mirrors

retroreflectors

isolator

6.3 Servo Mirror

6.3.1 Servo Motors

6.3.2 Replicated Mirror

6.3.3 Mounting Base

6.4 Control System

6.4.1 Computer Board

6.4.2 A/D board

6.4.3 Servo Control
[111, 112]

6.4.4

6.4.5

6.4.6
[113, 114]

Servo Amplifiers

Ethernet Board

RFI Design Factors
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Chapter 7

Calibration

[116, 117, 115, 118, 119, 30, 120, 121, 122, 123, 33, 43, 124, 28, 7, 110, 38, 125, 126, 127, 8, 128, 61,
62, 129, 130, 131, 132, 133, 34, 103, 104, 105, 106, 98, 99, 100, 101, 107, 108, 109, 134, 135, 136, 13'7,
138, 139, 140, 80, 36, 37, 141, 142, 143, 144, 29, 35, 145, 146, 32}

7.1 Laser Mirrors

7.1.1 Mirror Adjustments

7.1.2 Laser Adjustments

7.1.3 Detector Focus

7.1.4 Encoders

7.1.5 Mounting Plate

7.1.6 Reference Cube

7.2 Monuments

7.2.1 Coordinate

7.2.2 True North Orientation

7.2.3 Mount Pointing

7.2.4 Elevation
Pellissier 115 Level

Description

Proceedure

Instrument Constant

40
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7.3 Length

7.3.1 HP Laser Interferometer

7.3.2 Gage Blocks

7.3.3 Invar Wire

7.3.4 Topcon Total Station

7.4 Retroreflector Offset

7.5 Linearity



Chapter 8

Experimental Data

[147, 148, 149]

• Refractivity

1. typical acquired data (D0309_1)

2. typical processed data (D0309_1)

3. refractometer calibration

• Oscillator

1. Magnum oscillator phase noise vs cycles (08/15/94 ZRG)

2. Magnum oscillator-log log (08/15/94)

3. A/D system timing diagram

• Linearity

1. ranger vs interferometer (DL0504_1)

2. linearity residual vs interferometer (DL0504_1)

• Retroreflectors

1. reflected power vs angle

2. amplitude vs angls (D0411_1)

3. azimuth scan

4. elevation scan

5. rotation

• Acoustic Thermometry

1. signature wave (1-13-93)

2. signal data (1-20-93)

3. cross-correlation data (1-20-93)



Chapter 9

G-BT Architecture

[150, 151, 44, 152, 153, 59, 154, 155, 156, 157, 158, 159, 5, 160, 1611

9.0.1 Ground Instruments

9.0.2 GBT Moving Instruments

Survey and Calibration
Tracking Model

9.0.3
9.0.4



Chapter 10

Software

[156, 162, 163, 159, 164, 165, 166, 167, 168, 169, 170, 171, 6] [161, 172, 173, 174, 41, 175, 42, 176,
177, 178, 179, 180, 181] [182, 183, 81, 69, 184, 169, 171, 160, 173, 41]

10.1 Architecture

10.2 Algorithms
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Chapter 11

Panel Setting Instrument

[185, 186, 187, 145]

Statement of Problem

Description of Instrument

Equations

Integration With RSI CMM Data and Best Fit

11.5 Operation
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